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if in addition ||art|| = 1 for each n. From any orthogonal system (an) we
deduce at once an orthonormal system by "normalizing" (an), i.e. consider-
ing the sequence of the bn = an/\\an\\. We have just seen an example of an
orthonormal system in I2; another fundamental example is the following:
(6.5.1) Let I be the interval [-1, 1] of R, and let F == #C(I) be the vector
space of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on I. We define
on F a scalar product by
=      f(f)g(i)dt
J -!
(the fact that this is a nondegenerate positive hermitian form is readily
verified). For each positive or negative integer n, let
<Pn(t) = **"*•
It is readily verified that (cpn/^/2) is an orthonormal system in F, called the
trigonometric system.
Let now (an) be an arbitrary orthonormal system in a Hilbert space F;
for each x e F, we say that the number cn(x) = (x \ an) is the nth coefficient
(or Tith coordinate) ofx withrespect to the system (an) (" nth Fourier coefficient"
of x for the system (6.5.1)).
(6.5.2)   In a Hilbert space F, let (an) be an orthonormal system, V the closed
subspace of F generated by the an. Then, for any x e F:
00
1.    the series £ \(x \ an)\2 is convergent, and we have
»=i
£ l(x I an)|2 = UPvWII2 < IN2       (Sestets inequality),
n=l
and
2.    the series of general term (x \ an)an is convergent in F and we have
00
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Conversely, let (An) 6e a sequence of scalars such that ]T |AJ2 f-s- convergent.
n-l
Then, there exists a unique vector yeV such that (y |an) = Ara/or euer^y n; a/ij
or/zer i;ec^r x e F ^wc/z rAar (x | aw) = An/or eu^r^ n w such that x = y 4- z, with z
orthogonal to V, and conversley.

